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The news hit Eva like a ton of bricks. Hard. Her home had been demolished, her 
family had been killed, and all because of that one German bomb that made Eva 
loose everything. Well, everything besides the violence and terror Eva’s life is 
to bring… 
 
After the long night on the streets, Eva was loaded onto a crowded cattle cart 
and was relocated to Auschwitz. The other people crammed together in the cart, 
so Eva just ignored them. 
 
The day’s journey felt like a lifetime on her own; Eva started to question her 
decision and wondered if she should have made some friends. But there was no 
time for that. The smell of smoke and gas had already filled her nostrils whilst 
she was still trying to escape from the crowds of people surrounding her. The 
high, wired fence towered over Eva and she was still trying to figure out where 
the cattle cart had taken her. Before she had time to think, two Nazi soldiers 
came up behind her, grabbed her and escorted her to the other side of the 
mysterious fence. 
 
After over an hour of baffling treatments, Eva had now lost her hair and was 
wearing an old pair of grey striped clothing. The people on the cart with her 
were there too, and they looked exactly the same; hair shaved, striped clothing. 
In fact, everyone at this side of the fence looked exactly the same. 
 
That night, Eva lay in the top bunk of one of the beds. She was starving – she 
hadn’t eaten all evening. The others in the room were snoring loudly and were 
acting like they were used to the extremely poor conditions. Eva was struggling 
to sleep. The mattress was thin, and so were the pillows so it wasn’t very 
comfortable anyway. The sound of a few distant birds could be heard. There 
was no-one. No one to save Eva from this ghastly place… 
 
Sunlight gleamed brightly onto the camp the next morning and Eva was ready 
to eat. Tiny portions of bitter soup were served but this would be the meal Eva 
would be eating for the rest of her life. She treasured her soup, eating each small 
spoonful slowly so it filled her up better. The soldiers starting shouting 
commands before she was able to finish her soup, so it was wasted. She was 
sent to go and stand outside the gas chamber. Plenty of people had entered the 
gas chambers, but not many returned so Eva began to think about what she was 
in for… 
Eva was strapped outside the dreaded gas chamber waiting for her fate. A dark 
shadow blocked the blinding sunlight and screaming could be heard from inside 
the camp. The moment was tense and Eva was unable to move. Without 
warning, a large bomb fell from the mysterious shadow onto the concentration 



camp. Everything was destroyed. Including the wire fence, including all the 
people. It was happening again. All except this time, Eva wasn’t so lucky.      
 


